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 PROPHECY FOR 2009

BY
CHIOMA EMMANUEL

United State Of America
The world will experience my wrath from now on, California leading edge.
Los Angeles murder, illicit and perverted sex producer mayhem. ‘‘I the LORD I change not
’’. Ref malachi 3 vs 6.
I will judge my creation,
I will shake’ shake, and shake until I get the people’s attention. Bible ref, Jeremiah 3 vs 2-3,
by earthquakes.
San francisco’s earthquake in 1906, ref Matt 24 vs 3 is nothing to compare with what is about
to happen, they can use any elastic-rebound theory remains, the principal model use, but I,
am the creator. Matt 24 vs 3, am saying about the monster earthquake from 9.3magnitude, ref
Matt 7 vs 24-25. Some are saying in the next 20 year, they are feeling something is
about to happen, but they don’t know me as GOD of suddenly, ref, Rev 16 vs 16-17
This great earthquake have never happen like this before, will not come upon the true GOD
seeker, ref, Act 17 vs 30.
However, before that the earth will experience disasters of a magnitude the world has never
known, God in His perfect love will allow these calamities to come up on a sinful world, that
they must acknowledge that I, am the most High who rules in the kingdom of men.
Ref Daniel 4 vs 25 - 32 Unless America and the British descendants people of this world
repent of their heinous sins, as Nation and individual ‘I’ GOD will bring
most horrifying storm and natural disasters in modern history, I am very GOD of creation
will soon intervene, ref Mathewt 24 vs 7-8.
United America and Caribbean is going to have more Tornado wind this years than ever.
Say to the world this is my definite time to intervene in weather for judgement of sins, Ref,
job 1 vs 12, 19. Aleutian Chain
(1) Alaska the mount kaimai will erupt and is going to be worst than what happened in
1912 in in the Aleutian chain.
(2) Mount Nuiragongo in Congo, city of Goma will experience another eruption, ref,
Isaiah 29 vs 6
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